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February 6, 2020  

 
 

Announcement Regarding the Issuance of New Shares Through Third-Party Allotment and  
Expected Change in Major Shareholders 

 
 

Tokyo Century Corporation (“Tokyo Century”) hereby announces that it resolved at its Board of Directors’ 
Meeting held on February 6, 2020 to issue new shares through a third-party allotment (the “Third-Party 
Allotment”) to Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation (“NTT”) and ITOCHU Corporation 
(“ITOCHU”) as the scheduled subscribers. Tokyo Century also hereby announces that a change in major 
shareholders of Tokyo Century is expected in accordance with the Third-Party Allotment. Tokyo Century 
also resolved at the Board of Directors’ Meeting held on the same date to conclude a capital and 
business alliance agreement (the “Capital and Business Alliance Agreement”) with NTT to form a capital 
and business alliance (the “Capital and Business Alliance”). Please refer to the news release 
“Announcement Regarding the Conclusion of Capital and Business Alliance Agreement with NTT” 
disclosed on February 6, 2020, for the details of the Capital and Business Alliance. 

 
 
I. Issuance of New Shares Through Third-Party Allotment  

1. Outline of Offering 

(1) Date of payment February 25, 2020 

(2) Number of new shares 
issued 

Common stock:16,403,700 shares 

(3) Issue price JPY5,718 per share 

(4) Amount to be raised JPY93,796,356,600  

(5) 
Method of offering or 
allotment 
(Scheduled subscribers) 

Third-party allotment 
(NTT: 12,302,800 shares, ITOCHU: 4,100,900 shares) 

 
(6) Others 

The Third-Party Allotment shall be subject to the effectiveness 
of the securities registration statement filed under the 
Financial Instruments and Exchange Act of Japan 

 

 

2. Purpose and Reason for Offering 
Since the merger of Century Leasing System, Inc. and Tokyo Leasing Co., Ltd in April 2009, Tokyo 
Century has been focusing on transforming itself from a finance-focused company which is primarily 
engaged in finance lease, loan and others in a management environment free of regulatory 
constraints, despite a severe financial environment exemplified by prolonged ultra-low interest 
rates. In addition to expanding operating lease business focusing on values of assets, such as 
aviation, fleet and mobility, and real estate, as well as renewable energy and rental car services 
within alliance with leading partners, Tokyo Century has been taking initiatives in expanding and 
developing new business areas through creation of new services utilizing digital technologies, such 
as subscription platform (a pay-per-use service model), provided by Bplats, Inc., the company’s 
equity-method affiliate, and a digital marketplace “IoT SELECTION connected with SORACOM” 
(various solutions, including real-time fleet management and speech translation are provided via 
the web marketplace with the subscription system). Tokyo Century continues to focus on 
responding to resolve social issues including environmental problems, and to build a solid, high-
quality business portfolio as a company with financial capabilities. In accordance with this policy, 
Tokyo Century has decided to raise funds through the Third-Party Allotment with NTT and ITOCHU 
as scheduled subscribers. 
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NTT, one of the scheduled subscribers, and Tokyo Century have been in business collaborations. 
For example, the two launched Nippon Car Solutions Co., Ltd. (current shareholding ratio: Tokyo 
Century 59.5%; NTT 40.5%) by integration of automobile leasing operations of both companies in 
2005 and fostered its growth into one of the top fleet services company in the industry both in 
quality and quantity. The conclusion of the Capital and Business Agreement today resulted from 
mutual consultation between the two with a view to further reinforcing the relationship. NTT has a 
solid customer base in and outside Japan, and is in possession of a globally recognized brand, 
human resource power, and research and development capabilities that are among the best in the 
world. Tokyo Century has excellent capabilities of providing flexible, diverse financial services 
supported by its capability to provide asset holding, valuation and management services (the “Asset 
Business”) apart from offering financing services as a company with financial capabilities. Tokyo 
Century and NTT have reached a shared perspective that forming the Capital and Business Alliance, 
fusing mutual strengths to maximize synergy, and responding to resolve social issues including 
environmental problems to contribute to realization of sustainable society will drive improvement of 
the corporate value of both companies. As part of the Capital and Business Agreement, Tokyo 
Century decided to execute the Third-Party Allotment with NTT as a scheduled subscriber. 
Specifically, in accordance with the Capital and Business Alliance Agreement and other related 
agreements, a new company, “NTT TC Leasing” (the “New Company”), to be established, will take 
over parts of leasing and global businesses to be split off from NTT Finance Corporation (“NTTF”), 
through absorption-type company split. Tokyo Century will eventually acquire 50% shares in the 
New Company from NTTF and make it an equity-method affiliate (Refer to the news release, 
“Announcement Regarding the Conclusion of Capital and Business Alliance Agreement with NTT” 
dated February 6, 2020). Tokyo Century will use part of the proceeds to be raised through the Third-
Party Allotment to acquire the shares in the New Company, as described later in “3. Amount, Use 
and Scheduled Timing of Expenditure of Proceeds to Be Raised (2) Use of proceeds to be raised.” 
 
Through the acquisition of the shares in the New Company, Tokyo Century and NTT will endeavor 
to maximize the corporate value of the New Company by fusing the credibility and research and 
development powers of the NTT Group, the leasing business capabilities nurtured by NTTF, and, 
Tokyo Century’s expertise and capability in providing the Asset Business. Furthermore, the New 
Company will provide new solutions to contribute to the realization and development of prospective 
growth area that the NTT Group focuses on, and take initiatives on effective use of assets.  
 
At present, Tokyo Century and NTT have started discussion on prospective cases in global, real 
estate, and renewable energy fields. NTT and Tokyo Century will also examine the prospective 
collaborations in forms, such as joint development of asset business in growth fields including 
digitization and the Internet of Things (IoT). Part of the proceedings to be raised will be used for 
this prospective collaborations. 
 
ITOCHU, the other scheduled subscriber and a shareholder of Tokyo Century since its 
establishment in July 1969, formerly as Century Leasing System Inc., has developed a partnership 
with us in various business areas as our “Other Affiliate”. The two companies have been in 
collaboration to develop a leasing business in China, a leasing business of construction machinery 
in Indonesia and a business of financing auto fleets in the United States by taking advantage of 
ITOCHU's business resources and networks. 
 
The two companies have deepened their alliance. In May 2019, for example, Tokyo Century 
acquired 50% of outstanding shares in ITOCHU Construction Machinery Co., Ltd., a then-wholly 
owned subsidiary of ITOCHU engaging in sale and rental of construction machinery, and started to 
jointly operate the company, which was renamed ITOCHU TC Construction Machinery Co., Ltd. 
Aiming to take further advantage of ITOCHU's global-level business know-how and franchise to 
develop new business models and create new value, Tokyo Century has chosen ITOCHU as a 
scheduled subscriber, and decided to maintain ITOCHU’s current shareholding of Tokyo Century 
as the largest shareholder and also remain as an equity-method affiliate of ITOCHU to build a 
strong partnership. Tokyo Century, which has benefited from ITOCHU's business networks in and 
outside Japan in its collaboration with the company, now aims to take this relationship into, among 
others, the area of mobility, where the two companies are planning to launch a MaaS (mobility as 
a service) business jointly. Tokyo Century plans to use part of the proceeds to be raised this time 
for this joint endeavor. 
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In light of the conversion of Aviation Capital Group LLC, a U.S. aircraft leasing company, into a 
wholly owned subsidiary of Tokyo Century in December 2019 and conclusion as of February 6, 
2020 of the Capital and Business Alliance Agreement with NTT, a scheduled subscriber, Tokyo 
Century announced on February 6, 2020 the New Fourth Medium-Term Management Plan to 
establish a solid business base for the next ten years, finishing the Fourth Medium-Term 
Management Plan after a year from its start. Tokyo Century has actively implemented measures to 
drive expansion and growth of its businesses in and outside Japan through, among others, sales 
efforts and M&As. It now aims to utilize the proceeds to be raised through the Third-Party Allotment 
to increase its shareholders' equity, develop and enhance its financial base, and promote business 
alliance with strategic partners including the NTT Group and ITOCHU. Tokyo Century is committed 
to sustainable enhancement of its corporate value by making growth investments to build a solid 
business base in accordance with the New Fourth Medium-Term Management Plan. 

     
 

3. Amount, Use and Scheduled Timing of Expenditure of Proceeds to Be Raised 
(1) Amount of proceeds to be raised 

(1) Aggregate amount to be paid JPY93,796,356,600 

(2) Approximate cost of issuance JPY386,000,000 

(3) Approximate net amount JPY93,410,356,600 

(Note) 1．Consumption tax and others are not included in the approximate cost of issuance. 
2．Approximate cost of issuance is the total amount of the cost for registration (JPY328 

million), legal and advisory fee (JPY55 million), and others. 
 

(2) Use of proceeds to be raised 
 Use of proceeds to be raised and scheduled timing of expenditure of proceeds to be raised are as follows. 

Use of proceeds to be raised Amount 
Scheduled timing of expenditure 

of proceeds to be raised 

Acquisition of shares in   
the New Company 

JPY60,000 million July 1, 2020 (planned) 

Equipment funding of operating 
lease assets to build business base 
and funding for acquiring securities  

JPY33,400 million February 2020 – March 2023 

(Note) As to the fund management until the time of expenditure, the approximate net amount of the 
proceeds to be raised will be managed in the bank accounts of Tokyo Century. 

 
(i) Funding for acquiring shares in the New Company 

As explained in "2. Purpose and Reason for Offering," Tokyo Century have concluded the Capital 
and Business Alliance Agreement with NTT and a share transfer agreement with NTTF on 
February 6, 2020. After the New Company to be established takes over parts of leasing and 
global businesses to be split off from NTTF through absorption-type company split, Tokyo 
Century plans to acquire 50% of the shares in the New Company from NTTF and make it an 
equity-method affiliate. Out of the proceeds to be raised through the Third-Party Allotment, about 
JPY60,000 million is planned to be used for purchasing the shares in the New Company. Tokyo 
Century plans to make the payment on July 1, 2020, the effective date of the absorption-type 
company split and the date of transferring shares in the New Company.  
 
After the acquisition of the shares in the New Company, officers and employees will be seconded 
from Tokyo Century to the New Company. In addition, Tokyo Century will provide its know-how 
specialized in flexible and diverse financial and other services supported by its capability to 
provide asset holding, valuation and management services (the “Asset Business”) apart from 
offering financial services to raise corporate value of the New Company jointly with the other 
shareholders NTT, and NTTF. The New Company's assets are expected to total over JPY1 trillion. 
The New Company will continue to operate businesses it will take over from NTTF including 
leasing business whose main customers are NTT Group companies (leasing and installment 
sales, money lending and factoring, bond investment, etc. in Japan) and global business (leasing, 
money lending and factoring, bond investment, investment in silent partnerships, etc. overseas).  
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(ii) Equipment funding of operating lease assets to build business base and funding for acquiring 
securities  

As stated in “2. Purpose and Reason for Offering,” Tokyo Century plans to spend about 
JPY33,400 million out of the proceeds to be raised through the Third-Party Allotment to 
accelerate establishment and growth of the business base through the Capital and Business 
Alliance with NTT, collaborations with strategic partners including ITOCHU, and the New Fourth 
Medium-Term Management Plan aimed at establishing a solid business base over the next ten 
years. 
 
“Equipment funding of operating lease assets to build business base” 
Tokyo Century has started discussion with NTT over prospective collaboration in the Asset 
Business in growth areas, including global, real estate and renewable energy. It plans to use part 
of the proceeds to be raised this time for equipment funding of operating lease assets under such 
collaboration. Tokyo Century, which has benefited from ITOCHU's business networks in and 
outside Japan in its collaboration with the company, now aims to take this relationship into, among 
others, the area of mobility, where the two companies are planning to launch a MaaS (mobility 
as a service) business jointly. Tokyo Century plans to use part of the proceeds to be raised 
through the Third-Party Allotment for this joint endeavor. 
 
In the renewable energy business where Tokyo Century sees a growth potential, Kyocera TCL 
Solar LLC, a joint venture with Kyocera Corporation, our ongoing partner, operates business 
selling electricity through solar power generation. Tokyo Century plans to maintain its focus on 
renewable energy business centered on solar power generation, aiming to contribute to greater 
use of clean energy through efforts to combat climate change and environmental issues. Tokyo 
Century plans to use part of the proceeds to be raised this time for the equipment investment 
and financing. 

 

“Funding for acquiring securities” 

As solutions to business succession needs within small-to-medium companies and carve-out 
needs driven by a growing importance of business selection and concentration process within 
large companies, both of which have grown in recent years, Tokyo Century plans to invest in 
securities issued by these companies in the form of principal investment (i.e. investment using 
our own funds). As this is a business expected to grow in the future, Tokyo Century has concluded 
a definitive agreement of a strategic partnership with the Advantage Partners Group ("AP Group"), 
which operates a private equity fund business, and has decided to acquire 14.9% interest in 
Advantage Partners (H.K.) Limited, an AP Group affiliate. As Tokyo Century aims to work with AP 
Group to promote the principal investment business through the strategic partnership, it plans to 
use a part of the proceeds to be raised this time for its investment.  
 
No specific deals have been decided yet, but Tokyo Century plans to disclose as soon as any 
specific deal has been decided, in accordance with laws and regulations. Tokyo Century plans to 
implement this expenditure by the end of March 2023, which is the end of the final year of the 
New Fourth Medium-Term Management Plan. 
 
Tokyo Century believes the Third-Party Allotment will contribute to enhancing its corporate value 
through the use of its proceeds for the purposes described in (i) and (ii) and, eventually, 
enhancing existing shareholder value. The New Fourth Medium-Term Management Plan aims to 
achieve in fiscal 2022 the key performance indicators of JPY130,000 million in ordinary income, 
JPY80,000 million in net income attributable to owners of parent, 12% in shareholders’ equity 
ratio and 12% in ROE, and Tokyo Century believes the Third-Party Allotment is key to achieving 
these targets. 

 
 
4. Rationale for the Use of Proceeds to Be Raised 
 Tokyo Century considers that the Third-Party Allotment will contribute to enhance its corporate value, 

and that will drive to increase existing shareholders’ profit accordingly. Therefore, Tokyo Century 
believes that the use of the proceeds described in “3. Amount, Use and Scheduled Timing of 
Expenditure of Proceeds to Be Raised (2) Use of proceeds to be raised” is reasonable. 
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5. Rationality of Issue Terms, Etc.  
(1) Calculation base for the amount to be paid and their specific details  

The issue price will be JPY5,718 (rounded off to the nearest yen; same applies in the calculation of 
the average), which is the simple average of closing prices of Tokyo Century common shares on the 
first section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange over a month (from January 6, 2020 to February 5, 2020) 
to the business day immediately before (February 5, 2020) the date of the resolution on the Third-
Party Allotment by the board of directors (the "Board Resolution Date"). 
 
This issue price is at a premium of 1.2% from the closing price of JPY5,650 on February 5, 2020, or 
the business day immediately preceding the Board Resolution Date, at a discount of 1.38% over the 
simple average of closing prices over three months immediately preceding the Board Resolution 
Date (from November 6, 2019 to February 5, 2020) of JPY5,798, and at a premium of 8.48% from 
the simple average of closing prices over six months immediately preceding the Board Resolution 
Date (from August 6, 2019 to February 5, 2020) of JPY5,271. 
 
The issue price complies with the Japan Securities Dealers Association's Rules Concerning Handling 
of Allotment of New Shares to Third Party, Etc., and Tokyo Century does not believe it falls under a 
particularly favorable issue price. Furthermore, Tokyo Century commissioned Akasaka International 
Accounting Co., Ltd., which is independent from Tokyo Century, NTT and ITOCHU, to conduct 
valuation of Tokyo Century share prices, and has received a share price valuation report (the 
"Valuation Report") which assessed the share value using generally accepted valuation methods, 
including the DCF method, in order to use it as a reference for the validity of the issue price. In 
addition, Tokyo Century has received an opinion from all four corporate auditors (including two 
external auditors) of Tokyo Century who attended the board of directors meeting where the resolution 
on the Third-Party Allotment was taken that the amount to be paid for the shares do not fall under a 
particularly favorable issue price, as they are set based on the market prices, which is an objective 
indicator of the value of Tokyo Century shares; the use of the average share price over a recent 
period, which is a normalized value, enhances objectivity; the issue price is above JPY5,422, the 
median of the calculation range of the Valuation Report; and the issue price was set in compliance 
with the Japan Securities Dealers Association's Rules Concerning Handling of Allotment of New 
Shares to Third Party, Etc. 

 
(2) Reasons of rationality of number of shares to be issued and extent of share dilution  

The number of Tokyo Century shares to be issued through the Third-Party Allotment is 16,403,700 
(number of voting rights: 164,037), which will result in a dilution of 15.38% (ratio of voting rights: 
15.54%) versus all outstanding shares totaling 106,624,620 as of September 30, 2019 (total number 
of voting rights as of September 30, 2019: 1,055,541). 
 
However, Tokyo Century has judged that the number of shares to be issued this time and the extent 
of share dilution expected from it is reasonable because: Tokyo Century expects to improve growth 
potential and profitability of the company by using the proceeds to be raised from the Third-Party 
Allotment for the purposes described in "3. Amount, Use and Scheduled Timing of Expenditure of 
Proceeds to Be Raised (2) Use of proceeds to be raised"; Tokyo Century believes the strengthened 
alliance with NTT and ITOCHU as described in "2. Purpose and Reason for Offering" will lead to 
improved corporate value of Tokyo Century; and NTT and ITOCHU plan to continue holding the 
Tokyo Century shares they will obtain through the Third-Party Allotment over a medium to long term, 
as described in "6. Reasons for Selecting Subscribers and Other Related Matters (3) Policy of 
subscribers for holding shares of Tokyo Century". 
 
 

6. Reasons for Selecting Subscribers, and Other Related Matters 
(1) Outline of NTT and ITOCHU 

(1) Company name Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation 

(2) Head office 1-5-1, Otemachi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 

(3) Representative Jun Sawada, President & CEO 

(4) Business details 
Formulation of management strategy for the whole NTT 
Group and promotion of basic research and development  

(5) Paid-in capital JPY937,950 million 

(6) Founded April 1, 1985 

(7) Number of issued shares 1,950,394,470 shares 

(8) Fiscal term end March 31 
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(9) Number of employees 303,351(consolidated) 

(10) Major customers － 

(11) Major banks － 

(12) 
Major shareholders and 
shareholding ratio 
(As of September 30, 2019) 

The Minister of Finance 34.69% 

The Master Trust Bank of Japan, Ltd.  
(Trust Account) 

4.93% 

Japan Trustee Services Bank, Ltd.  
(Trust Account) 

4.34% 

Japan Trustee Services Bank, Ltd.  
(Trust Account 9) 

1.60% 

Japan Trustee Services Bank, Ltd.  
(Trust Account 5) 

1.45% 

JP Morgan Chase Bank 385632 1.11% 

Moxley and Co. LLC 0.98% 

Japan Trustee Services Bank, Ltd. 
 (Trust Account 1) 

0.97% 

Japan Trustee Services Bank, Ltd.  
(Trust Account 7) 

0.92% 

JP Morgan Chase Bank 380055 0.91% 

(13) Relationship between Tokyo Century and NTT 

 Capital relationship Not applicable 

 Personnel relationship Not applicable 

 Business relationship Tokyo Century has lease agreements for information 
equipment and others with NTT and its related 
companies  

 Related party relationship Not applicable 

(14) 
NTT’s consolidated business results and consolidated financial conditions for the three 
most recent fiscal years (IFRS)  

Fiscal term 
Year ended 

March 31, 2017 
Year ended 

March 31, 2018 
Year ended  

March 31, 2019 

Shareholders’ equity 8,620,997 9,050,358 9,264,913 

Total assets 21,223,727 21,541,444 22,295,146 

Shareholders’ equity per share  
(JPY) 

4,277.63 4,591.58 4,832.03 

Operating revenues - 11,782,148 11,879,842 

Operating profit - 1,641,086 1,693,833 

Profit before taxes - 1,740,479 1,671,861 

Profit attributable to NTT - 897,887 854,561 

Basic earnings per share 
attributable to NTT (JPY) 

- 449.86 440.25 

Dividends per share (JPY) 120.00 150.00 180.00 

(Note) 1. Unless otherwise specified, the data shown in the above table are as of March 31, 2019 .  
2. Unless otherwise specified, the above figures are in million yen. 
3. Consolidated financial statements have been created in accordance with IFRS from the 

fiscal year ended March 31, 2019. 
4. The figures for the fiscal year ended March 31, 2017 are as of April 1 , 2017, the date 

started applying IFRS. 
5. NTT, a scheduled subscriber, is listed on the first section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange. 

Tokyo Century has judged that NTT and its officers have no relationship with any antisocial 
forces after examining Basic Views on Eliminating Anti-Social Forces published under 
Matters Related to the Internal Control System in the company's Corporate Governance 
Report dated June 26, 2019, which was submitted to the Tokyo Stock Exchange. 

6. Although NTT carried out a two-for-one stock split of common shares on January 1, 2020, 
this is not accounted for in the calculation of the number of issued shares, shareholders' 
equity per share, basic earnings per share attributable to NTT, and dividends per share.
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(1) Company name ITOCHU Corporation 

(2) Head office 1-3, Umeda 3-chome, Kita-ku, Osaka 

(3) Representative Yoshihisa Suzuki, President & Chief Operating Officer 

(4) Business details 

Involved in domestic trading, import/export, and overseas 
trading of various products such as textile, machinery, 
metals, minerals, energy, chemicals, food, general 
products, realty, information and communications 
technology, and finance, as well as business investment 
in Japan and overseas  

(5) Paid-in capital JPY253,448 million 

(6) Founded December 1, 1949 

(7) Number of issued shares 1,584,889,504 shares 

(8) Fiscal term end March 31 

(9) Number of employees 119,796 (consolidated) 

(10) Major customers － 

(11) Major banks － 

(12) 
Major shareholders and 
shareholding ratio 
(As of September 30, 2020) 

The Master Trust Bank of Japan, Ltd. 
(Trust account) 

7.42% 

Japan Trustee Services Bank, Ltd. 
(Trust account) 

5.26% 

CP Worldwide Investment Company Limited 4.25% 

Nippon Life Insurance Company 2.28% 

Japan Trustee Services Bank, Ltd. 
(Trust account9) 

2.19% 

Mizuho Bank, Ltd. 2.09% 

SSBTC Client Omnibus Account 1.90% 

Japan Trustee Services Bank, Ltd. 
(Trust account5) 

1.85% 

JP Morgan Chase Bank 385151 1.59% 

Asahi Mutual Life Insurance 1.57% 

(13)   Relationship between Tokyo Century and ITOCHU  

 Capital relationship ITOCHU holds 26,656,200 shares of the common stock of 
Tokyo Century (as of February 6, 2020) 

 Personnel relationship Three personnel formerly from ITOCHU are currently 
serving as directors of Tokyo Century. Four personnel are 
currently seconded from ITOCHU to Tokyo Century  
(as of February 6, 2020) 

 Business relationship Tokyo Century has lease agreements for information 
equipment and others with ITOCHU and its related 
companies  

 Related party relationship ITOCHU is considered as “Other Affiliate” of Tokyo Century 

(14) 
ITOCHU’s consolidated business results and consolidated financial conditions for the 
three most recent fiscal years (IFRS) 

Fiscal term 
Year ended  

March 31, 2017 
Year ended 

March 31, 2018 
Year ended 

March 31, 2019 

Shareholders’ equity 2,401,893 2,669,483 2,936,908 

Total assets 8,122,032 8,663,937 10,098,703 

Shareholders’ equity per share 
(JPY) 

1,532.56 1,722.06 1,930.47 

Revenues 4,838,464 5,510,059 11,600,485 

Net profit attributable to ITOCHU 352,221 400,333 500,523 

Basic earnings per share 
attributable to ITOCHU (JPY) 

223.67 257.94 324.07 

Dividends per share (JPY) 55.00 70.00 83.00 

(Note) 1. Unless otherwise specified, the data shown in the above table are as of March 31, 2019. 
2. Unless otherwise specified, the above figures are in million yen.  
3. ITOCHU, a scheduled subscriber, is listed of the First Section of the Tokyo Stock 

Exchange. Tokyo Century has confirmed that ITOCHU and its officers have no 
relationship with any antisocial forces after examining Basic Policy and Efforts to Against 
Antisocial Forces published under Matters Related to the Internal Control System in the 
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company's Corporate Governance Report dated November 8, 2019, which was submitted 
to the Tokyo Stock Exchange.  

 
(2) Reasons for selecting subscribers 

As described in “2. Purpose and Reason for Offering”.  
 
(3) Policy of subscribers for holding shares of Tokyo Century 

The purpose of the investment into Tokyo Century by NTT, a scheduled subscriber, through the 
Third-Party Allotment is to strengthening the collaborative relationship between the two companies 
and enhancing effectiveness of the business alliance. Tokyo Century has obtained an oral 
confirmation from NTT that it will continue to hold the Tokyo Century shares it will obtain through 
the Third-Party Allotment for the purpose of improving corporate value over a medium to long term.  
 
Tokyo Century plans to obtain from NTT a written pledge agreeing that, if NTT transfers all or part 
of the common shares in Tokyo Century it will obtain through the Third-Party Allotment less than 
two years from the payment date, it will notify Tokyo Century of it in writing; that Tokyo Century will 
report details of such a notification to Tokyo Stock Exchange, Inc.; and that details of such a report 
will be made available for public inspection. 
 
The purpose of the investment into Tokyo Century by ITOCHU, a scheduled subscriber, through the 
Third-Party Allotment is to strengthening the capital relationship between the two companies. Tokyo 
Century has obtained an oral confirmation from ITOCHU that it will continue to hold the Tokyo 
Century shares it will obtain through the Third-Party Allotment for the purpose of improving corporate 
value over a medium to long term. 
 
Tokyo Century plans to obtain from ITOCHU a written pledge agreeing that, if ITOCHU transfers all 
or part of the common shares in Tokyo Century it will obtain through the Third-Party Allotment less 
than two years from the payment date, it will notify Tokyo Century of it in writing; that Tokyo Century 
will report details of such a notification to Tokyo Stock Exchange, Inc.; and that details of such a 
report will be made available for public inspection. 

 

(4) Details of confirmation of payment capacity of subscribers in respect of the payment  
Tokyo Century examined NTT’s cash and cash equivalents (JPY927,957 million) in the condensed 
quarterly consolidated statements of financial position in the Quarterly Securities Report for the 
Second Quarter of the 35th Business Term filed by NTT on November 6, 2019, and confirmed that 
NTT has sufficient assets for making the payment for the Third-Party Allotment. 
 
Tokyo Century also examined ITOCHU’s cash and cash equivalents (JPY623,762 million) in the 
condensed quarterly consolidated statements of financial position in the Quarterly Securities Report 
for the Second Quarter of the 96th Business Term filed by ITOCHU on November 8, 2019 and 
confirmed that ITOCHU has sufficient assets for making the payment for the Third-Party Allotment. 
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7. Major Shareholders and Their Shareholding Ratio after Subscription 

Before the subscription  
(As of September 30, 2019) 

After the subscription 

ITOCHU Corporation 25.00% ITOCHU Corporation 25.00% 

Nippon Tochi-Tatemono Co., Ltd. 14.74% Nippon Tochi-Tatemono Co., Ltd. 12.77% 

KSO Co., Ltd. 9.67% 
Nippon Telegraph and Telephone 
Corporation 

10.00% 

Japan Trustee Services Bank, Ltd. 
(Trust accounts) 

6.67% KSO Co., Ltd. 8.38% 

Mizuho Bank, Ltd. 4.40% 
Japan Trustee Services Bank, Ltd. 
(Trust accounts) 

5.78% 

The Master Trust Bank of Japan, Ltd. 
(Trust accounts) 

2.49% Mizuho Bank, Ltd. 3.81% 

Seiwa Sogo Tatemono Co., Ltd. 2.14% 
The Master Trust Bank of Japan, Ltd. 
(Trust accounts) 

2.16% 

Nippon Life Insurance Company 2.09% Seiwa Sogo Tatemono Co., Ltd. 1.86% 

Mizuho Trust & Banking Co., Ltd. 
(Retirement Allowance Trust, 
Orient Corporation Account 
Trust & Custody Services Bank, Ltd. 
re-entrusted) 

1.78% Nippon Life Insurance Company 1.81% 

Yushu Tatemono Co., Ltd. 1.61% 

Mizuho Trust & Banking Co., Ltd. 
(Retirement Allowance Trust, 
Orient Corporation Account 
Trust & Custody Services Bank, Ltd. 
re-entrusted) 

1.54% 

(Note) 1. Above shareholding ratio before the subscription is based on the register of shareholders 
as of September, 30 2019. 

2. The shareholding ratio is against the total number of Tokyo Century's outstanding shares, 
rounded off to the second decimal place.  

3. The shareholding ratio after the Third-Party Allotment is against the sum (123,028,320 
shares) of the total number of Tokyo Century’s outstanding shares as of February 6, 2020 
(106,624,620 shares) and the number of shares additionally issued through the Third-Party 
Allotment (16,403,700 shares). 

 

 

8. Forecast 
This transaction will have no material impact on the consolidated financial results for the fiscal year 
ending March 31, 2020 of Tokyo Century. 

 

 

9. Matters Concerning Procedures Under the Code of Corporate Conduct 
Tokyo Century is not required to receive opinions of independent third parties nor to confirm the 
intent of its shareholders as a result of the Third-Party Allotment as prescribed in Rule 432 of the 
Securities Listing Regulations of the Tokyo Stock Exchange because (i) the dilution rate after the 
Third-Party Allotment is less than 25%, and (ii) it does not cause any change in the controlling 
shareholder. 

 

 

10. Business Results for and Equity Finance Executed in the Last Three Years  
(1) Consolidated business results for the last three years (Million yen, unless otherwise specified) 

 Year ended  
March 31, 2017 

Year ended  
March 31, 2018 

Year ended  
March 31, 2019 

Consolidated revenues 976,107  1,012,200 1,067,612  

Consolidated ordinary income 73,511 79,031 86,337  

Net income attributable to  
owners of parent 

43,648 51,324  52,271  

Basic earnings per share (JPY) 413.51 486.09 494.93 

Dividends per share (JPY)  100.00 114.00 124.00 

Consolidated net assets per 
share (JPY) 

3,360.27 3,750.35 4,039.68 
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(2) Current number of issued shares and dilutive shares (As of February 6, 2020) 

 Number of shares 
Ratio to total number of  

issued shares 

Total number of issued shares 106,624,620 shares 100% 

Number of dilutive shares at 
current conversion price 
(exercise price) 

557,600 shares 0.52% 

 
(3) Recent stock prices 
(i) Stock prices for the last three years (JPY) 

 Year ended  
March 31, 2017 

Year ended  
March 31, 2018  

Year ended 
March 31, 2019  

Opening 4,155 3,840 6,550 

High 4,155 6,640 7,500 

Low 3,160 3,635 4,310 

Closing 3,790 6,590 4,815 

 
(ii) Stock prices for the last six months (JPY) 

 September 
2019 

October November December 
January 

2020 
February 

Opening 4,260 5,030 5,090 5,890 5,760 5,520 

High 5,380 5,180 6,010 6,020 5,900 5,680 

Low 4,210 4,790 5,070 5,710 5,490 5,430 

Closing 4,995 5,040 5,840 5,850 5,660 5,650 

(Note) The stock prices for February 2020 is as of February 5, 2020. 
 

(iii) Stock price on the business day immediately preceding the date of the resolution authorizing  
the issuance (JPY) 

 February 5, 2020 

Opening 5,680 

High 5,680 

Low 5,610 

Closing 5,650 

 
(4) Equity finance in the last three years  

Not applicable. 
 
 
11. Terms and Conditions of Issuance 

（1） Number of shares to be offered  Common stock: 16,403,700shares 

（2） Amount to be paid JPY5,718 

（3） Total amount to be paid JPY93,796,356,600 

（4） 
Amount of stated capital and 
additional paid-in capital to be 
increased 

Amount of stated capital to be increased: 
JPY46,898,178,300 
Amount of the additional paid-in capital to be increased: 
JPY46,898,178,300 

（5） Method of subscription Issuance of new shares through third-party allotment 

（6） Subscription date February 25, 2020 

（7） Date of payment February 25, 2020 

（8） Scheduled subscribers and the 
number of shares to be allotted  

NTT: 12,302,800 shares 
ITOCHU: 4,100,900 shares 

（9） Other 

The Third-Party Allotment shall be subject to the 
effectiveness of the securities registration statement 
filed under the Financial Instruments and Exchange Act 
of Japan 
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II. Change in Major Shareholders  
1. Reason for change 

NTT is expected to hold 10% of voting rights of Tokyo Century, as a result of the Third-Party 
Allotment, and accordingly, NTT is expected to become a major shareholder of Tokyo Century. 

 
 
2. Outline of Shareholder to Be Changed 

Please refer to the aforementioned “I. Issuance of New Shares Through Third-Party Allotment 6. 
Reasons for Selecting Subscribers, and Other Related Matters (1) Outline of NTT and ITOCHU”.  

 
 
3. Number of Voting Rights (Number of Shares) Held by Relevant Shareholder and Ratio to Total 

Number of Voting Rights of Share Holders 

 Number of voting rights 
(Number of shares held) 

Ratio to total number of  
voting rights of shareholders 

Rank in major 
shareholders 

Before change - - - 

After change 
123,028 units  

(12,302,800 shares) 
10.09% Third 

(Note) 1. Total number of shares without voting rights that is deducted from the total number of 
issued shares: 1,070,520 shares. 

2. Total number of issued shares as of September 30, 2019: 106,624,620 shares. 
3. The ratio to the total number of outstanding voting rights after the Third Party Allotment is 

the percentage against the sum (1,219,578) of the total number of outstanding voting 
rights as of September 30, 2019 (1,055,541) and the number of voting rights additionally 
issued through the Third-Party Allotment (164,037), rounded off to the second decimal 
place. 

4. The rank in major shareholders is based on the assumption that there will be no changes 
in the current shareholders as of September 30, 2019, except for the change in 
shareholder as a result of the Third-Party Allotment.  

 

 

4. Expected Date of Change 
February 25, 2020 

 
 

5. Forecast 
The Third-Party Allotment will have no material impact on the consolidated financial results for the 
fiscal year ending March 31, 2020 of Tokyo Century. 
 
 

# # # 
 
 
Contact Information: 
Tokyo Century Corporation 
Investor Relations Division 
Keisuke Yamashita 
Inquiry: https://www.tokyocentury.co.jp/en/contact/form.php 
Phone: +81-3-5209-6710 
 
(Note) This translation is prepared and provided for reference only. In the event of any discrepancy between this 

translated document and the original Japanese document, the original document shall prevail.  
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